K120R mutation inactivates p53 by creating an aberrant splice site leading to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay.
The point mutation that substitutes lysine with arginine at position 120 of human p53 has been characterized as a missense mutation. The K120R mutation renders the p53 protein disabled for acetylation and, as a result, defective for apoptotic function, which provides a mechanistic link between the missense mutation and tumorigenesis. However, we noticed the failures of tumorigenesis in mice with the mutation, and of the related studies to notice that it has arbitrarily reflected in amino acid change through a sequence modification (AGA) of the original tumor mutation (AGG) by codon degeneracy. Unlike this modified version, we also discovered a novel splicing site the original mutation, TP53 c.359A>G, may induce. Using a human induced pluripotent stem cell line that was engineered to be homozygous for the original mutation, we here identified that the accidental splicing site generates a defective transcript variant with a frame-shifted premature termination codon which is subjected to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay. The authentic splicing still occurs but in extremely low amounts. Taken together, this mutation causes depletion of cellular p53 via defective mRNA, suggesting a new link to tumorigenesis.